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Please complete this matrix by February 27, 2018, and upload it to the “Feedback” folder on the CMD SharePoint site. The AESO will post all comment matrices received from working group 
members on www.aeso.ca. Please note that the names of the parties submitting each completed comment matrix will be included in this posting. The AESO does not intend to respond 
to individual submissions. If you have any questions about this comment matrix, please email capacitymarket@aeso.ca 

 

 

https://aeso.sharepoint.com/sites/cmd/eas2018/Feedback/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2Fcmd%2Feas2018%2FFeedback%2FEAS%202018%20WG%20%2D%20S1%20%2D%2014%20Feb%202018
http://www.aeso.ca/
mailto:capacitymarket@aeso.ca
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Name: Richard Penn Organization: Industrial Power Consumers Association of Alberta (IPCAA)  

Date: February 26, 2018 

CMD Key Design Questions Comments and / or Recommendations 

1. Offer Obligations, Dispatch, and Scheduling: Are 

there any issues or gaps / in the CMD proposal for 

intra hour scheduling and priced import assets? 

It is not clear how exports will be handled during intra hour scheduling during capacity obligation events. Will exports be cut? This is 

important as it may impact the import limits. 

2. Offer Obligations, Dispatch, and Scheduling: 

Assuming imports can be scheduled and priced 

intra-hour, can you support that capacity committed 

imports must offer their capacity volumes? 

Assuming imports can be scheduled and priced intra-hour, IPCAA can support that capacity committed imports must offer their 

capacity volumes. 

The AESO needs to also recognize that Demand Response (DR) can ramp down upon request to their floor, but due to process 

issues they cannot simply ramp back up to consume again. It would seem non-intuitive that immediately after an event requiring a DR 

load to consume less that the AESO would immediately require them to again consume. In other markets DR plays a key role in 

providing efficient capacity, stringent rules on requiring loads to immediately consume again after being dispatched down may 

preclude them from participating in the capacity market. 
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CMD Key Design Questions Comments and / or Recommendations 

3. Flexibility and Price Fidelity: 

a. Any concerns with addressing ramp by 

block and dispatch tolerance to address 

system variability? 

b. Any concerns with shorter settlement at 15 

minutes?  5 minutes? 

c. Any options missing from the options to 

evaluate to address variability? 

d. Any unintended consequences with 

optimization look ahead or pre-dispatch? 

e. Any comments on ramp product? 

4. Any comments on co-optimization (EAS) in the 

context of SCED model? 

Note: The AESO will continue the analysis on the 

options for flexibility and present at the next WG 

session in April. 

3. Flexibility and Price Fidelity: 

a. The government objective of over 5,000 MW of (presumably mostly intermittent) renewables in the Alberta electricity market is 

the highest level of penetration of any of the organized markets. Given this direction, flexibility becomes a key component to 

ensuring the reliability of the system. IPCAA submits that the way to incent new investments and innovation is to reflect that 

need within the energy market price. To achieve that goal, the AESO should be utilizing a 5-minute dispatch that reflects both 

excursions in ACE and regulating range. 

b. For many years, IPCAA, and other consumer organizations, have requested a finer granularity on pricing. There are 

considerable inefficiencies associated with hourly pricing. IPCAA welcomes the AESO’s move towards a finer granularity. 

Moving to 5-minute pricing and dispatch, similar to where all other ISOs are currently, or will be shortly, is appropriate to 

reflect resource value. For example, ramping capability will be recognized more effectively with a shorter pricing interval. 

c. The AESO has stated that metering will be an issue for consumers; however, IPCAA submits that 5-minute prices could be 

aggregated to 15-minute prices for consumers and 5-minute pricing could be paid to generators, who do not have metering 

issues with 5-minute pricing. 

d. At this time IPCAA has no comments. 

e. IPCAA submits that rather than creating different AESO products to pay for the value of flexibility, it would be more efficient to 

simply reflect that value in the energy and AS prices. This would incent all resources to innovate and demonstrate the true 

value of energy and AS at that point in time.  

 

4. IPCAA believes that real-time security constrained, co-optimized energy and AS will reflect the true value of energy and AS. It will 

also “drive” ACE and Reg. range back to their mid-point, providing the highest level of reliability to the Alberta electricity market. 
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CMD Key Design Questions Comments and / or Recommendations 

5. Market Power Screen and Mitigation: Can you 

support the proposal for ex ante mitigation as 

stated (RSI and scarcity screen and conduct 

threshold ), specifically: 

a. Are there issues with 0.9 RSI that warrant 

further consideration? 

b. Are there any issues with the revised RSI 

formula?  Is it required? 

c. Are there any issues / unintended 

consequences with additional scarcity 

screen? 

d. Are there any issues with a conduct 

threshold at 3x?   Are there better 

alternatives? 

e. Are there any issues with opportunity cost 

exceptions?  Any input for formulae / 

evaluation? 

a. On the surface a pivotal supplier index based upon a 0.9 residual supplier index (RSI) seems reasonable. IPCAA would 

like to see further examples based upon actual data. 

b. The revised formula seems acceptable to IPCAA, although further examples are required. IPCAA believes an ex-ante 

approach is the most appropriate. 

c. IPCAA is concerned that there is a potential for over mitigation, which might interfere with new investment. Further 

examples should be provided by the AESO, based on actual historic data to ensure competition is not overly stifled. 

d. IPCAA has no concerns with 3x marginal cost for mitigated generators. The AESO should provide after-the-fact analysis 

on the outcomes of the mitigation screens. 

e. The concept that non-thermal resources can submit opportunity cost is complex, highly debated, and will require 

additional discussion prior to any resolution. 

6. Roadmap: A fulsome roadmap will be presented to 

the April WG.  The rules required for 2021 and 

taken out of scope have been identified.  Rules that 

may be delayed or phased in will be identified at 

that time.   

a. Can you support the efficiency pieces taken out 

of scope (SCUC, BDAM, co-optimization)? (See 

section 10.4) 

b. Scope: Can you support the pricing pieces taken 

out of scope (price cap, shortage pricing, negative 

pricing) 

While a roadmap is important, the actual timing of components is critical for new investments to understand the changing Alberta 

electricity market and both price and innovate accordingly. 

Elements such as shortage pricing and negative pricing are important to incent the right types of investment in Alberta. With new 

investments coming to the market, having a complete understanding of the market design over the life cycle of the generator is critical.  
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General Comments:  Any comments on relevant scope areas of the CMD that are not addressed above 

 

 


	Name: Richard Penn Organization: Industrial Power Consumers Association of Alberta (IPCAA)

